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ABSTRACT
The study coming up with the theory of relativity and relativism for the purpose of the utilization with in diversity

democracy alongside with other perspectives and theories usually among such theories of identity and others. In this

regard, taking hold theory of relativity and relativism is the most essential part of the study in the area of social

theory, as the usual consideration of diversity democracy requires its own protocols for the regular implementation.

For the purpose, theory of relativism and relativity has been developed and analyzed well in a thoughtful manner

with own independent justification. Lastly, besides the development of the theory of relativism and relativity

upcoming study will taking hold various perspectives that underline the issue of relativity and relativism in justifiable

way that would be developed and enumerated as if taking into consideration various dimensions of the same theory?
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INTRODUCTION
Recently various kinds of theories of identity as well as related
perspectives have been developed and build up in relation to the
recognition and continuous preservation of diversity and diverse
identity usually taking hold with in diversity democracy and
beyond(4Meseret Bekele; 12Meseret Bekele). With regard to
diversity democracy, it has been also developed recently with
new way of conceptual idea building as well as its own phases of
implementation. Such politicoeconomic ideology equally
consideration bearing at least three phases for the usual
implementation that taking place in sequence with progression
taking holds one after the other. The first phase is
Politicorelativism then followed by Neo Politicorelativism then at
last Politicopositivism as if the three phases of diversity
democracy. In the usual implementation of diversity democracy
all dimensions and institutions exist among any respective
diverse and diverse identity having must be taking into account
while planning and policy is making as well any implementation
or accomplishments of considerable tasks taking place. In other
words, as to dimensions, whether the case is political or social as
well, economic and other necessary diverse issues must be taking
hold in diversity democracy as if beginning with the claim and
taking hold the aspect of respect and recognition taking place
based on the relative family based recognition delivery to each

other with regard to intra and intercommunity level exist
diversity and diverse identity (3Meseret Bekele).

As to such, the gap usually taking hold in related relativity and
relativism theory area usually exist as if in relation to social
theory as if un exist means needed to the case of relatively stating
the diverse and diverse identity having of all kind of diverse
having human community both among as intra communication
building in relative way and beyond as intercommunication
building up across the globe wherever diversity and diverse
identity exist as if taking hold usually necessary. In relative way
treating each other as if in political sense (3Meseret Bekele)
usually taking into account all necessary requirements and
preconditions needed including necessary theory and
perspective based preparation taking hold for the full realization
and implementation of all tasks related to the one called
diversity democracy as well as consideration given as the usual
implementation and expected result bearing as if both
intercommunication and taking hold interaction whether intra
or inter as if in relation to the building up of relativity based on
the family kinship all together and togetherly as if harmony,
peaceful coexistent livelihood leading and beyond might be
resulted positively as if required the long term plan and year of
implementation as if also obliged. In such case the relativity and
relativism taking hold in the area of recognition, protection and
respect having community building(Ibid; 10Meseret Bekele) even
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among the governed and the regime holders as if mentioning
and taking hold might begin from claiming as if went into the
area of consideration positivity and positivism statehood
building and beyond. As to such until the realization of the goal
and implementation of positivity and positivism taking hold
(9Meseret Bekele) in the area of relativity and relativism
according to the philosophy and principle of the theory of the
latter usually went through various phases that usually
consideration taken and well treated in the main body of the
study.

With due consideration based on the gap taking hold in the
area of the theory of relativity and relativism to build the already
stated relative family based statehood formation and building
and beyond as if coming up with this essential theory with its
own fundamental assumption, theory based principles as well as
philosophical understanding as if majorly crucial as the lacked
area of identity theory for the consideration and reconsideration
of diversity and diverse identity of any kind usually taking hold
to realize the implementation and its related objectives as if the
study coming up with such new creative development to fill the
stated gap . For the same purpose, the study in the area of such
creative development taking place for the following study
objective i) to identity the gap in the study area of diversity
democracy ii) to develop the theory of relativity and relativism
based on the gap identified iii) to analyze the developed theory
of relativity and relativism with its own justification.

RESULT AND DISCUSSION
As has been indicated in the introduction part, theory of
relativism and relativity has been advanced and developed to be
used as a additional social theory in the area of social and global
studies alongside to the theories of identity. In other words, the
objectives already attached to the formerly developed theories of
identity as if also relationship equally consideration given within
the newly developed theory. In line with the issue taking hold of
the concern of equally consideration giving also usually possible
to be used in diversity democracy alongside with other theories
of identity, as well as school of thoughts in cultural relativism
and other theoretical ideals including perspectives. In the area of
diversity democracy with theories of identity stress on the
relative family based statehood and democratic building as
constituents usually diversity, diverse identity as well
heterogeneity of any kind having population in communal as
well as individual members taking hold.

Likewise, theory of relativity and relativism in the area of social
study as further expanded and advanced social theory that has
been developed for the utilization in the area of diversity with
the intention of coming up with relative family based statehood
building to simply to realize inclusive and all round
democratizing of the whole system in all-encompassing way so as
to taking hold all exist diversity, diverse identity, the realty on
the ground as well as interrelating such with the preservation
and protection of human and democratic right.

According to the philosophical understanding of the same
theory if the reality among any community could not taking into
consideration while state building as well as government service

expansion in natural way, protecting and safeguarding human
and democratic right is disputable and controvertible. In the
same argument, according to the principle and fundamental
assumption taking hold within the same theory of relativism
and relativity for its incorporation with in diversity democracy as
well in line with the argument of cultural relativism of the newly
conceptual advancement taking hold to be used in the area of
diversity, diverse identity, human right at universal way as if the
consideration of the reality on the ground as well as right of any
kind as if inseparable.

So therefore, theory of relativity and relativism states that
relative family based statehood building, democratizing as well as
governmental service delivery become the most essential part of
diversity democracy to equally realize the objective taking hold
in relation to the recognition, protection, respect, intra and
inter community toleration and solidarity building as well as the
respect of human and democratic right for all diversity and
diverse identity having of any known entity taking hold. In such
case the issue of the conservation in the area of biodiversity as
well as environmental consideration and reconsideration as if
also go in line with the issue of right of any kind as the reality
on the ground among any community inclusively issued such
sort of protectional delivery as the case usually strong
attachment with the livelihood of the respective community as if
consideration of the whole members of the respective
community taking hold up to individual level as if also obliged.

As aforementioned above, diversity democracy stresses on
building relative relationship on one side and area of
consideration giving in a relative way for inclusive recognition
delivery, fortification and enrichment handling in inclusive way,
building up tolerance, respecting and loving each other among
diversity identity, societal norm as well any diverse element
having of any whether the case between and among
communities as well as intercommunity of among the individual
members of the same and other communities. While building
on the relative based statehood, community relation,
interconnection and interaction taking hold as if must begin
with the possibility of right to claim having the area of
consideration of any kind as to that of the case of theory of
relativism and relativity while using in diversity democracy and
beyond. This possibility much largely begins also with awareness
building while putting into effect beside the claim already
issued. As to such right to claim might be followed by putting
effect while the initial consideration of pragmatic taking hold as
working on the build and develop more awareness as if
designing well inclusive project as if possibly issued and
mandatory for its successfully achieving its final goal of the sake
of the relative based building statehood as well as kinship like
interaction and intercommunition while the reality of
interrelationship taking hold after the accomplishments of the
ideal of relativity and relativism taking hold in diversity
democracy and beyond.

To state in other words, the latter inclusively indicates of the
taking into holding of the possibility of claim delivery by any
entity having diversity and diverse identity for the sake of the
latter should be recognition given and protection delivery must
be opt based on the universality of cultural relativism while
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using in the case of preservation of human and democratic right
as if the reality of any kind among the respective entity of
diversification having as if must be taking into account.
Otherwise issue of the ideal of diversity within theory of
relativity and relativism taking holding of its success as if
questionable. In such case, awareness building to claim the right
towards recognition, safeguarding, protection, respect, toleration
building among and livelihood leading in peaceful coexistent as
well also the right to secure the right to gain the opportunity to
promote and modernize in the way the respective diversity and
diverse identity of any kind to be more advanced, modernized,
advocated as such also followed by making such recognition and
claim to put into effect in practical term. As such including
those issues of diversity recognition and additional required
elements in relation to such during implementation of nation
building specially making such among administrative protocols
as nominally incorporated into among elements that
consideration given with in the area and ideal of good
governance that largely pave the way towards holding into effect
in pragmatic way to be partially or fully realized that largely
target to bear inclusive benefit for all. As to such mentioning
alone as political program and propaganda as if not enough but
putting it into effect in practical and pragmatic way as well
caution with making such a matter of fact delivery as if more
decisive way stating as if obliged. However in usual time among
various countries that simply taking hold some elements the
reconsideration of the practices in the area of nearby to diversity
democracy with other ideological terminology mentioning since
the stated diversity democracy coined and developed with its
independent justification and justifiable ideology very recently
as if pronouncing such and tried to put into effect contrary to
the way diversity democracy issues as in accordance with such
mostly divisive way taking into consideration by manipulating
the issue of diversity recognition as if taking comparison among
diverse groups rather than taking hold all diversity and diverse
identity in equal manner while reconsideration and
consideration of the way recognition, acceptable and even
definition in political terminology taking into hold in latter
times. Now issues must be changed as the case related to must
be taking place in accordance with the principles and
philosophical ideal taking hold in diversity democracy as well as
in accordance with the theory of identity and elsewhere again as
to the consideration of the fundamental assumption of both the
taking into implementation of diversity democracy in inclusive
as well as the already issued in this paper as to that of relativity
and relativism theory of identity and diversity in accordance to
the social study of social theory taking into account as if also
mentioning such in usual way to be taking into consideration in
the daily live of the stakeholders stating such issue of diversity
and diverse identity based right respect, justice as well as
freedom taking hold must be taking into caution as if also
banning those contrary taking hold as objection alone is not
appropriate to taking hold the realization of equality based
taking into consideration not only the recognition and
protectional delivery based on the diversity and diversity identity
mentioned as usual time but also consideration and
reconsideration of fairness, inclusively consideration, justice,
equality, freedom, human and democratic right respect as such
if not taking hold in appropriate way banning as if obliged in a

legal manner as if to the case not taking into hold in the country
of such practices issued at international level intervention in
legal terms including leading such to sanction imposing case on
the respective country as such because not rightfully taking hold
in away taking hold inclusively with reality at including at local
level among diverse community of the country taking
consideration inappropriate way as if banning from other
international participation usually among the sanction to be
imposed as such such is obliged including in legal term. In
major countries as to seen in history still recently harassing
diversity and diverse having community of elsewhere exist as
taking place. In such case as if struggling towards combating
such harassment by using any means of livelihood making
struggle should be appropriate whether the case of violence or
non-violence or mixed based on the reality and taking hold by
the community hoping to combat the earlier exiting harassment
including the case of combating harassment of individual
intellect based on his/her talent or competences as if taking
holding must be consideration given as usually various harassing
to make weak the strong taking place several times against the
strong, enthusiastic and persistent holding professionals in
different sectors simply to make to not achieve the intended
personal or communal goal. Usually the case among the
personnel intellects related to to make weak as such based on
minimizing the competition usually coming from his/her
strength and the result of the works he/she engaged in
consequently resulted as a work engagement fruit delivery as if
beneficial that taking hold him/her more acceptance/
acceptability from the audience and the community he/she
belong and also beyond. In such way to not lose the intellect
person of any professional and the respective strength the
professional holding as if mentioning and questioning such in
legal way as if must be appropriately taking hold. Similarly for
the case of communal harassment as if including the legal
questioning if possible as if if not appropriately taking hold
appropriate struggle must be consideration given as big
assignment that taking into account including at the global
sentiment delivery as if largely giving support maximization as if
also appropriate. In same countries divisive based stating the
advocacy of the recognition of diversity and diverse identity of
any kind taking consideration as if exist in the history of the
globe as among the global trends that more recognition giving
stating usually might sometimes lead to split as if such also
among the source conflict basically knowingly or unknowingly
the regime holders and regime handling political elites taking
into consideration the latter in hidden way simply to weak the
potential of plurality as well as to minimize the challenge that
usually comes from the demand required from such diversity
and diverse having communities as well the individual members
as such largely the challenge coming with extra opportunity for
the whole at the national level and beyond overlooked largely by
the regime holders as if such consideration must be taken into
account and working for the sake of combating such become
taking into account as usually stated in diversity democracy since
the damage of such usually related to damaging the reality
among certain group of diverse having including the stated and
consideration giving identity by the whole members of the
community largely also banning more usually coming up with
not only damaging the identity but also extinction the
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community partially or totally as seen in the history of the globe
several times as if no doubt. As this must related to the
consideration and reconsideration of any diversity and diverse
identity recognition and protection with any variety as if also
intercommunication usually taking hold must worked up on in
practical way. As to such issue of recognition is must as if also
alongside with such protection and working towards the unity of
diversity and diverse identity to make them leading livelihood
concurrently as well in practical peaceful coexistent approach. In
line with this, working not only at the global level but also
working on for the sake of such recognition and protection as
well as peaceful way of livelihood leading in concurrent and
together way as if must put into effect as the way it reflect the
global and international based way of unity, togetherness, right
respect as if human and democratic, peaceful coexistent way
consideration giving obliged. In normal way issue of recognition
as if also protectioanl reflection usually making beyond the local
level as if must be taking into account.

As to such, the issue of intercommunication, working in unity,
togetherness stating, unity stating, interconnection and
interaction among any diverse has known entity as if usually
consideration given as the last objective the theory of relativity
and relativism taking hold. That means the case begin with the
chance to have right to claiming as followed by implementation
and other additional required engagement then might be
followed by realizing the ideal of togetherness and unity that
usually to be reflected in the way the respective diverse having
known communities including as to individual level making
interconnection , intercommunicating interacting as well as
together leading livelihood in respective way to each other. In
other words, the same consideration also taking into account a
relative interaction, interconnection, intercommunication
among diversity and diverse identity has communities. As has
been stated above the same consideration of interaction,
interconnection, intercommunication not only limited to the
communal exist diversity and diverse identity of any kind as also
consideration giving to the same way among the members of the
same community and beyond to other as if also expected. As to
such interaction, interconnection as well as intercommunication
as if if not exist creating, building up, developing as to the way
beneficiary and benefit bearing towards at least the existing
communal as well as individual variety, diversity as well diverse
identity of any kind usually taking into consideration is must be
obliged as if while laws of any kind area enacted and to be
enacted including the constitution as well as the amendment of
the existed laws of any kind as well as proclamation as if also
inclusion of such ideal into the way policies and strategic plans
for long term and short term as if also consideration given must
be obliged as to such directly in line with the way diversity and
diverse identity of any kind should be relatively and positively
handled. As such the work engagements taking hold and the
way policies, plans and other related pragmatic action based
formulation of laws as if must consideration given such ideals of
diversity and diverse issue of relativity building and enhancing
interaction and intercommunication as if based on the merit of
mutual interest and feeding each other whether the case
economic, human right, justice, communication building as well
as making and enhancing a bridge for more interaction and

intercommunication in more advancing level up to unification
without compromising the advantage bearing elements as well as
any advantage bearing as well norm-values of any active one
should positively seen. This simply based on the merit of the
existed diversity and diverse identity of any kind that should be
recognized, respected, accepted, protected from any hampering,
and violation of right of any king whether the case is in the area
of human right consideration as if the latter the most
consideration giving area in line with the issue of democratic
right as if the way economic consideration in the way justice
issue taking into account also taking consideration must be
attached with the area of human right and well democratic right
also as if also the same consideration and reconsideration
usually must be seen as inseparable based on the fundamental
assumption of technological issuance of invention or innovation
as well also consideration of engagement as well as holding the
wealth as well equally consideration giving in the sector of the
utilization of natural resources as if also among the one that
relationship and more attachment building seen to be hold as
the case diversity and diversity democracy taking hold the whole
as mentioned here must be taking into account as the most
essential right to be covered and protected as the more right
issue consideration given in relation the reality belongs to the
same or different communities elsewhere exist regardless of the
mentioning of diversity of any kind as id the relation such reality
with human right consideration and reconsideration for
protection and combating the violation of such as if among the
most essential elements that to be consideration given in
diversity democracy usually based on the assumption of all
inclusive diversity and identity theories as if the consideration of
the theories usually based on the goodwill and benefit
consideration among the communities elsewhere exist without
the compromising of any issue and elements of right and other
usually exist benefit consideration as well as potential and
expected will based benefit in equal manner not only for the
same community taking hold but also among other diverse
communities elsewhere exist that know each other the reality
belongs to both to each other. But also issue of toleration
building among the communities elsewhere exist as well as
individual consideration and reconsideration of the same and
other additional taking into consideration for the mentioning of
the communal membership as such membership stating also
might taking place according to diversity and identity theories
that taking hold the reality exist among the respective or other
communities.

The above consideration again based on the assumption and
merit of the issue of diversity must be consideration given,
diverse identity must be protected as well as issuing of the direct
relation among diverse identity and human right concern as if
also another additional element that must be incorporated in
the area of relativism and relativism. For the sake of combating
and struggling towards reality protection elsewhere exist across
the globe as the case directly related to human right protection
and safeguarding. The same consideration also among the area
of social study of mentioning those reality exist indigenously
among any known society elsewhere across the globe usually its
relation with human right issue is unquestionable. This is
because if any reality and any indigenously exist of any entity
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among any known community not to be recognized, protected
including banning of such its correlation with violation of
human right not only the community and its members
practicing indigenously but also beyond. Banning usually leads
to extinction of such banned entity of any kind including the
community itself whether partially or fully. For the case the most
important solution that can resolve such problems and
combating the aforementioned hampering issue as if using the
theory of identity of encompassing such with diversity
democracy to usually more recognition giving and advancing
more to the level of modernizing with time based on the newly
adopt and created technological innovations and inventions
including taking into consideration the issue of globalization,
interconnection as well as materialism.

As has been indicated above interrelation, interconnection,
intercommunication as well as advancing the existing reality of
any kind should taking into place only based on the merit of
humanity. As to such, the usual interrelation, interconnection,
intercommunication as well as advancing and promoting more
the same or other entity as interpreted here above usually
followed or alongside might resulted more positive attitudinal a
nd relative attitudinal development. In other words, more interc
ommunication and positive interrelation attitudinal developme
nt might followed such interaction and interconnection alongsid
e with the implementation and consideration and
reconsideration of relativity and relativism theory as humanity
issue also must be recognition giving as all round reality exist
among any diverse having communities including self-based
identity categorization must be obliged. In such a way diversity
democracy taking hold relativity issue first then followed by
positivity. The latter becomes the most essential and big aim of
umbrella of diversity democracy of the whole diversity having
communities including all individuals exist as usually positivity
building and positive attitude development among known
communities. This simply or coupling with humanity issue as
such issue usually possible to make them know and unite them
more each other and unity based on the merit of positive
attitude having among or to each other. For the same purpose,
relativity and relativism as if paving the way towards the
implementation of the required accomplishments for the
realization of positivity and positive attitude building that
expected as if reach at its peak usually at the matured stage of
the phases of the implementation of diversity democracy.

As the issue of paving the lane towards the realization of making
know each other of all diversity and diverse having communities
including the members of the same communities and beyond in
an easiest and simplest way If all well treated in equal manner,
well recognized and protected from hampering as if
unquestionable as such issue minimizes as well vanish enmity
either fully or partly and gone astray as well relative family based
relationship building as easily realized. As such objective become
the main target of relativity theory in diversity democracy. Based
on such issue with in social study the concept of relativity is to
somehow new while theory in consideration taken. With this
regard, this study come with relative as a theory to be utilized in
diversity democracy as if originated for the first time specially for
the utilization of such among different perspectives that usually
representing various elements and dimensions human live. In

such a way relativity to be originated and to be used to advocate
relative to each other any diversity, diverse identity of any kind
should consideration given, recognized, protected, taking into
account toleration building among diverse having communities
as such mainly lead to positive development as well as positivity
building among diverse having communities to each other.
Among such perspectives as the recently developed
Sociorelativism as cultural relativism school of thought usually
consideration taken as another area school of thought in
relativity based diversity recognition in equal term with
considering any diversity exist in all ways. As to such also
Politicorelativism to be taking into consideration the
implementation and the realization Sociorelativism as if taking
into account equality, justice, freedom, fair utilization of nation
resources as well engagement building and right respect in
economic based on individual merit as if relativity taking into
consideration both individual merit base skill and other
competences including perceptual issues. As to such
Econorelativism equally with the latter issued as the
Politicorelativism issually taking into account to inclusively
consideration taken of Sociorelativism dimensions,
Econorelativism as well as also diversity of any kind taking into
account in inclusive way as if relativity usually consideration
given all dimensions should consideration taken for the
realization of equality, justice, freedom, fair utilization of
national resources as well as participation in other sectors. In
addition with regard, Politicorelativism inclusion of the political
ideals that target to combat the hampering of the ideals of
relativity theory of diversity democracy as if also the most
important consideration taken as if competition in politics to
handle governance for the merit of recognition and putting into
function of the ideals of relativity diversity democracy as if also
likely encouraged as building democracy usually requires multi
party competent competition as if the usual issue multi party
based on the merit of relativity building in equal manner with
any discrimination and partiality as if among the most
important assumption diversity democracy.

As to such diversity democracy exclusively states that diversity
and diverse identity of any kind should be considerably and
relatively must be recognition given. Issue of protectional
delivery also must be taking into account the relativity and
relative building among neighboring and as well as beyond while
based on community level as well to individual level regardless
of any membership area of residence consideration while the
latter is taking hold, The same consideration of variety with
regard to the issue of professionality as well proficiency and also
competences area based on the merit of the ranking issue of the
competences the individuals hold based on the merit of
innovation and invention acts in the area of any professional
area in equal manner as if taking into hold the same area with
the same consideration and reconsideration as if also work
engagement and successive consideration of the result that
proficiency and work engagement bear as if at local or national
or international level as if taking consideration the way
innovation and invention of any kind to the level of
international utilization as if also must be worked up on not
only by the individual innovator and invention but by other
concerning and stakeholders across the globe including the way
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such works of invention and innovation acts taking hold to the
global level to bear the benefit objectively taking place by the
innovator and the planner as if also taking hold in political ideal
mentioning such for international concern of the same area as if
also not only belongs to that of the personal professional but
also to the regime holding elites including the government of
the time by looking such in positive way by dispatching from any
political agenda that usually consideration given that the regime
holding groups seen the political arena at international level as if
to create extra additional friendship or defriending from the
formerly friends as is must be out of the agenda taking into
account while stating the same work related objective of the
same work as if including the area of proficiency and ways the
innovator doing his work using his talent, area of competences
as well as other enthusiastic and energy that belongs to the same
and other professional simply for the purpose reinforcing the
same and other area of proficiency to come up with the new
creative ideal and development by stating and identifying the
existing taking hold gaps.

So therefore the area of proficiency taking into consideration
including the work engagement and the result the work
engagements bear as if usually taking into consideration and
reconsideration must be issued as such more pronounced for
the coming of other additional work continuance of engagement
as well as the same or different results where the case as if
modification the existing in tolerable way or additional new
creative development. Issues of such if not consideration given
whether as the case of social aspect, economic aspect usually
systematically or officially blocking the same work engagement
having professionals from having funds for the engagement and
the result that followed as if also political aspect as not taking
into consideration such innovation and creative development to
not be recognition giving as well as acknowledgment giving as
well as the same consideration taking place in usual negative
and negativity taking into place as if not only resulting the
hampering and right violation of the diversity and diverse
identity issue that the professional belongs including the
professional themselves but hidden or systematically or officially
damaging the proficiency on one side and the creative acts and
creative development on the other that usually could must seen
as blocking the global communities elsewhere exist from having
opportunity to gain certain advantage bearing projects as well as
advantage usually taking into consideration s if making the
country including at the global level as if blocking the usual
dynamism process that the globe and the global citizens wishing.
In such a way the global citizens elsewhere exist usually needs
the dynamism process of the global situation in relative way to
more advantage bearing projects and the result the same or
other projects coming up with during the process of the
dynamism project taking place as well as at the last while the
objective of the project is partially or fully realized or achieved.
In such project usually consideration giving in the same or in
certain area as if also impossibly tolerated and must be
consideration given in equal manner because one creative and
innovation might be followed another additional projects of the
same or other benefit bearing of the same or other different
interrelated as the case of one innovative act become the most
essential central point for the other areas innovation project

designing while any creative act might usually followed by other
creative as such the former of any creative kind usually serving as
the guideline for the other one. In such way positivity would
come up with the same area if the projects and its results usually
encouraged as if among such at the national level that the
creative development is taking place as if also its consideration
and reconsideration at global level by the same proficiency and
other usually having experience in the same or different area
including the government of major power as if bearing influence
for the purpose restrain taking into place on such projects of
creative development as well as the utilization of such results
coming up with the project stated here above. As its utilization
and advantage bearing not only limited to certain area of
consideration giving and beyond but usually using such projects
and its finally results across the globe usually as dynamism and
change oriented global communities needs extra and additional
elements that might lead the globe to the sated dynamism and
nominal changes as if globalization taking into consideration
such as if must be handled appropriately by any concerned
bodies and any stakeholders including such into educational
and schooling to learn more from such work as if the way such
creative works taking place including its idea and knowledge
belongs to the one creative development and invention as must
be shared with the global citizens based on schooling and
including into educational institutions as if also among the one
that leading to and causing the aforementioned dynamism
towards the way the globe is reoriented whether the case of
global changes as well as result of dynamism as if taking into
account usually among the one that taking hold more to be the
world or the globe to be dynamic and dynamism at one time
never be usually dynamism for another time if creative acts and
developments usually taking hold and its work engagements and
projects not allowed in appropriate manner including the
funding and budget planning for the same work consideration
and reconsideration as if such additional creative acts and
developments might come up followed intended or unintended
work engagements as if usual preparation at any time by taking
concern for the advantage to be beard and bearing for the whole
global citizens regardless of any diversity taking into
consideration as if obliged. In such a way caution taking and
concern having or developing for the usual dynamism process of
the globe. The concern of adding up to such dynamism process
during the globalization period as if must taking care by all
professionals including the governments of the regime holding
in several countries simply for the sake of own contribution of
all able and capacity having including making ready the
appropriate budget and fund delivery whether from national or
local as well as at international level. The sake must be
appropriately taking place to utilize from the same
aforementioned elements of intended or unintended creative
acts and developments as well as its related upcoming ways of
delivery to change oriented global citizens and beyond. Making
such is must according to the usual ideal of relativity and
relativism theory of diversity democracy as an independent
social theory taking hold relative way interconnection,
interaction and intercommunication building as such usually
making various diversity and diverse identity having
communities as well to individual members to deal with such
projects and for the utilization the results of the projects for own
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and beyond. Specially the intellect in any area must taking into
consideration given as to not only encouraging but also dealing
with other diverse having groups or individuals to the its
utilized, processed, educated, to be guideline to another
additional works and work engagements as well as to be adopted
in the same or other area of proficiency taking into
consideration as well as the issue of mentioning such for the
usual concern of the way leading to the expected dynamism and
how its process taking place as if dealing with such usually might
lead identifying the gap to be filled partially or fully to usually
taking into consideration in the area of expected dynamism
process. As to such all must be consideration giving and taking
into account a concern to be able to come up with the ways
dynamism of globe for the utilization of the global citizens to
not be static and allowing such with regard to its invention
process as if not only such taking into the process of
implementation as if must issue by all with any distinction. In
such a way issue of protection based on relative and relativity
issue must consideration given without any distinction taking
hold in equal manner context. In such a way context of running
away from relative building of toleration building and peaceful
coexistence way of leading livelihood usually as if never be
tackled obstacle and must be corrected if exist. In the case
running away from such also mentioning as the case must
consideration given the issue of political dimension and other
considerable institutions in addition to the political institution
as if social ,economic as if all institutions must be relatively built
way of equality issue, justice based balancing of equality if
formerly hampered in practical way based on the heterogeneity,
diverse identity, diversity as if all round social, political,
economic, as also identity based diverse exist also must be
relatively seen and consideration taken as among the elements
of good governance specially during the implementation of
diversity democracy.

As has been stated above any area of consideration giving and
consideration meaning (lacking)in certain area of diversity and
diverse identity aspect directly in line with the appropriate
protectional and reinforcement delivery and lack of such in any
other appropriate or inappropriate aspects. In such way
consideration giving and blocking such consideration might
positively or negatively affect the usual work engagement in
another sectors and including the professionality area
consideration. This is because work engagement and taking into
consideration the usual similar creative acts and developments
in social aspects as to the way theories are developed and created
usually encourage bearing directly related to the upcoming and
process taking into hold the same ideal or other in other aspects
such as political ideal as the gap always requires filling for the
realization appropriate concern of the respect and safeguarding
of the right of any kind whether the case politico economic
based justice as well fair utilization any appropriate elements
that belongs to the country as well to the globe but lack of
appropriate handling such usual innovation and creative
development might results restrained not only in the same
respective area taking into consideration but also in other areas.
As to such theory in the same appropriately mentioned social
theory area usually leads to the appropriate other additional
creative acts and developments in the area of politics as a new

ideal, philosophy, principle, ideological guideline as the creative
acts and developments in the same or certain area becomes the
guideline and paving the lane to the creative acts including the
way the same or different engagements and the process it usually
taking hold encouraged , taking into account the same or
different institute based preparation as well as the way issues the
same /similar as if also establishing continuance with
interruption by handling in inappropriate way. As to such
handling must be caution taking and must be free from bias and
partiality as if if partiality taking account and exist blocking the
same and similar engagements not only in certain or respective
area taking into consideration formerly but also in very far
professional area as the creative acts and developments are
interrelated within the same area as if guideline and
motivational taking hold for other areas as if also proficiency
must be taking hold free from banning the same engagements
either based on political intent and other inappropriate usual
consideration targeting the make advantageous certain group of
communities or individual elites as well also alienation
establishments the other consideration given as alien usually by
the political elites handling the usual governance of the country
as if politicoeconomic empire building and holding power for
long as if among the most importantly taking into hold while
banning and prohibiting even sometimes legally in some
countries knowingly or unknowingly in some countries. Usually
intimidation and usual political harassment as if among the
most importantly taking place as while right of the individual
professionals of the creative developer and innovator usually
violated for the same and similar consideration banning
systematically or legally as if among the elements that make
decline the reinforcements that usually needed from the able
and capacity having professionals.

As has been stated here above area of consideration of the
relativity and relativism building as if in recognition of diversity
and diverse identity usual varied. As stated above among those
should consideration given dimension as to career, area of
professionalism and proficiency, as if also area of consideration
want beyond while the communal issue taking into account
more. In such a way the area inclusively must be taking hold in
relation to the aforementioned area of consideration given in
relation to the reality on the ground as if taking hold social
aspect and beyond including norm, values, ethnicity, religion
and religious institutions, social norms, statehood taboo taking
into consideration among certain locality as respecting such
mentioned taboo practices at least among the respective
community as if obliged and also taking consideration other
exist and identified area of social aspect must be included while
building relativity and relativism taking into hold in relation to
the theory developed as the guideline, principle, philosophical
foundation as well as fundamental assumption of the theory.
For the same consideration other economic engagements,
modes and means of production indigenously exist or having
acceptance by certain community including other local
institutions of several time as such includes issue of peace
settlement in relation to the indigenously exist elsewhere to use
in positive way to build relative relationship among varied
communities both intra and inter communication and relative
or family based relationship building must be taking hold.
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Indigenous administrative protocols as well as related
institutions must also be consideration given. In the same way
borrowing from each other adopting from each other with the
consent of the majority of the population to be taking hold by
importing from somewhere else across the globe as if issue of
taking hold of interrelating with the reality exist among the
imported community to bear more positive result not only for
the exporter but also the importer community elsewhere
without distinction taking hold. Hoping for the political agenda
and family or friend small group based interaction and
intercommunication making a goal as if must be consideration
given as forbidden to protect the right of both the importer and
exporter communities as unrelated borrowing and adopting
sometimes create certain obstacles on the usual long term
relationship among the two from both sides.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
The major issue taking hold in this study has been the way
relativism and relativity theory taking hold strong
interconnection, intercommunication among diversity and
diverse identity having communities by stressing on the issue of
the way livelihood leading taking into consideration based on

the manner of kinship based relative family hood building
among the respective heterogeneous diversified communities. In
relation to such the reality on the ground among all
communities must be recognition given and protection,
conservation and preservation of all reality as is stressing up on
diversity diverse identity as well as alongside with the latter
human right consideration and reconsideration must be
preserved and safeguarded as humanity first while taking hold
family hood relationship and interconnection or
intercommunication building taking place. With such without
hampering any diversity and diverse identity inclusively with
human and democratic right livelihood leading with
consideration of mutual benefiting each other from commonly
or concurrently as well as independently owing diversifying
elements that consideration given according to the relativism
and relativity theory. As to such various unfold having relation
building elements of perspective that attachment having with
major taking hold institutions in general way as if would be
included in the upcoming study as the major branches of

relativism and relativity theory of the one that included in this
study.
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